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 Abstract: The article considers the use of the bridge assemblies (BA) for low-stalk crop tending and growing, which comprises all the necessary 

agricultural machinery (soil cultivation, sowing-planting, weeding, overhead irrigation, etc.) 

The bridge assembly (BA) is the open ground-mounted power-generating equipment plant operating on stationary ground-based electricity, 

in which the double-stream power consumption take place, one while moving the BA itself in the V1 direction, and the other one while moving the 

process module (PM) in the V2 direction. The mechanical characteristic of one of the engines has been constructed. The features of the operating 

modes in the processes of unloading and braking (resistance growth) are discussed and the permissible torque moments required for reliable 

operation are determined. 
KEY WORDS: BRIDGING FARMING, ORGANIC AGRICULTURE, KINETIC ENERGY, MOMENT OF INERTIA, ANGULAR VELOCITY, 

TRANSIENT PROCESES.      

 

1. Introduction   

It is well known that over the past 1-1.5 centuries man has 

created a nonliving pulling force in the form of tractors and 

machinery for any crop tending and growing: this technical 

enthusiasm has led humanity almost to a 20% reduction in a cereal 

production, which has put the use of the universal, combined 

agricultural machinery on the agenda. Therefore, the power/weight 

ratio of tractors Э, (KW/ t) in tractor-building industry of cereal 

producing countries is now nearly 100% (only due to increasing 

engine power). The point is that the frequent field entries of the 

tractor units on the same agricultural lands has caused deterioration 

of the physico-mechanical properties of soil, for example the 

compaction (density, Gr / cm3), and consequently the reduction in 

yields. The need for the use of the combined assemblies is also 

dictated by global warming and, most importantly, it has become 

necessary to switch to the production of environmentally friendly 

agricultural raw materials, because of competition in the consumer 

market. Today's yields are focused solely on selling of organic 

agricultural products, and not on agricultural raw materials 

saturated with chemical (artificial) pesticides. 

                  In western Georgia, where the majority of farmers own 

up to 0.5-1.5 acres of land, we believe  it is desirable to switch to 

the use of the so-called “bridge assembly” (BA) (of course, in line 

with the wish and possibility), which will be particularly effective 

for the production of low-stalk agricultural crops (Fig.1). 

 

 
Fig.1.  bridge assembly 

 

 

The area under the BA is small, but soils are well-maimtained from 

the agrotechnical standpoint, requiring periodic fertilization, 

protection of plants from various pests, using biopreparations and 

bifertilizers, and so on. . 

Bridge farming, along with its disadvantages (initial expensiveness, 

small areas, electricity consumption, etc.) has a number of 

advantages, at which costs of seed, water, fuel, fertilizers and 

auxiliaries are reduced by 1.5 times; the bridge assemblies allow for 

carrying out all agricultural activities ranging from plant sprouting 

to product packaging [1] . 
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2. Preconditions and means for resolving the 

problem 

 

The BA is a unit running on rails installed on a small area,      in which the double-stream power consumption take place (Fig. 2).    
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Fig.2.  BA kinematic scheme   

 

        A-BA’s driving gear: 1- electric motor; 2- reducer; 3- muff; 4-BA’s wheel; 5- chain gear; 6- rail with a concrete base; B-Process 

module: 7 - electric motor; 8- muff; 9- reducer; 10- milling cutter; 11- mill transmission  12- bogie wheels; 13- small rail; C- PM’s 

suspension mechanism: 14- electric motor; 15- muff; 16- reducer; 17- external gear transmission;  18-  slide bar; 19- spring; D-Winch: 20 

- electric motor; 21- muff; 22- reducer; 23- wire rope drive shaft 24- wire rope main shaft.  

        

   The BA selected for the study handles the area of 1500 m2, which 

is represented by three plots, each of 500 m2, and intended for 

tending-growing of vegetable crops respecting the appropriate 

technological and agro-technical data in the case of open field. 

     Immediately after the beginning of movement, the BA generates 

kinetic energy that has a well-known form                     
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 where: xaG , tmG - weights of BA and PM; g  - gravity 

acceleration,   M / sec2, ( )8.9g ;   - angular velocity of BA’s 

components,  Rad / sec;  V - conveying speed of BA  M/sec 

)5,0( V ;    MgG  the masses of BA and PM. 

             BA works mainly in three characteristic modes: breakaway, 

acceleration a  growth, established operation (when ,constV   

0a ;) დ;) and braking (backing-up), when   approaches close 

to zero; naturally, during the processes of acceleration growth and 

braking, the growing and declining moments of inertia arise    

M
dt

dv
  ( (kgm2), which must be taken into account when 

selecting engine parameters. It is also known that the movement of 

BA and its TM is denoted by the Lagrangian second-order 

differential equation, after simplification  of which,  the following 

condition is valid   

  
   fMP xaxa   and  RfMP  tmtm     (2) 

 

where    xaP  is a rail tractive force (kN) developed by BA, which is 

spent on its rolling; tmP - is a resistance force ( R kg or kN), for 

example, of the milling cutter aggregated with the TM; in both 

cases f  - is a coefficient of rolling, which, for the BA and milling, 

is equal to f =0,0005 and f =0,15, respectively.   

       When using BA for low-stalk crops (for example for 

vegetables), special attention is given to the soil surface treatment, 

in the processes of both seedling production and plant sprouting; the 

surface should be broken into the small clods so that their weight 

does not prevent sprouting of the weak plants..  

During the rototilling, the optimal value of the "kinematic 

parameter"   [2], calculated according to the well-known formula 


  , where   a circular velocity of the mill edge cutter 

(M.sec2); while   - is the travel speed of the milling cutter (M/sec); 

Top viev 

Front viev 
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if 1 , the milling cutter trajectory is an open “clothoid” 

(mathematical curve), and if 1  - it is a “clothoid” with 

coverings. The trials confirmed that if the number of cutters on the 

disk changes to 3-8, then 42 ; in modern mills, the 

velocities are relatively low    7,11,1   M/sec. 

One of the central issues in BA is the selection of energy 

sources (it is absolutely possible to use nonstandard renewable wind 

and solar powers), which should be based on the engineering 

calculations and should meet the following requirements when 

using electricity: 

            - the electric motor drive must be with shunt characteristic;   

            - during the so-called transient processes, the dynamic 

parameters shall be restricted within tolerable limits, which may 

occur during acceleration or braking; 

          - capability of  adjusting the the electric motor drive speed in 

the medium range (3:1) 

         - the electric motors should be capable of reversing.  

         As was mentioned, the transient processes occuring in the BA 

transmissions should be taken into account when selecting the 

electric motors, and the motor power and torque are calculated 

according to the well-known formulas: 

                           1
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 where:    

                M -  the weight of a bridge assembly and PM.   

MMM n)tmxa ,(   

                   - the supporting wheels friction factors           

)02,0015,0(   

                      -the traveling wheel’s throat radius   m)2,0(  ) 

                f   -coefficient of rolling resistance 

)0012,00005,0( f  

                   -  the BA’s travel speed  5,0(      M/sec)       

                    - coefficient of mechanical efficiency (taken from 

tables)  );7,0(      

                R      - driving wheel radius   25.0( R M)     

                K     -resistance growth factor  )5,218,1( K  

 

        The number of gears in the BA’s driving wheels is calculated 

in accordance with a well-known combination:  

                                Ri      or     iv/R rad/sec        (5) 

         The values calculated by (3), (4) and (5) formulas are as 

follows:   

                               NBA= 3,3 kwt;       Mnom = 21,7nm;      

152nom  rad/sec. 

         Based on this data, the catalog parameters [3] existing in the 

literature were adjusted, according to which we obtained:    

        4ZrN kwt    152  rad/sec;   5.87cos   

         05,10 nom ;    0112,0 kgm2;   engine weight 

42M kg 

        2nommaq MMM ;  6,1min nomMMM ; 

4,2max nomMMM  

Therefore 05,10  ;  6,159nom rad/sec; 4.2max M

; 8,52nomM ; 4.432max  nomMM N.M. 

       Based on the data we have obtained, and according to the 

theory proposed by academician R. Makharoblidze [4], we have 

built a mechanical characteristic of the electric motor (Fig.2)    
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Fig.3. Mechanical characteristic of asynchronous engine   

 

The BA, just like any mobile aggregate, changes its 

operation modes slightly, but still; the most interesting in terms of 

dynamics is the reloading mode, when occurring the BA’s speed 

reduction, strong vibrations, a sharp increase in resistance, and so 

on. At this point, the engine starts to operate in an unestablished 

mode. These modes are reflected on torques, since all points of the 

ordinate )( are related to each other by torque  (see Fig. 2) or this 

curve has two branches; from the first  maxM curve approbation to 

the intersection of the axis, and the second one, if the load went 

beyond the vertical ac , it approaches close to C  and  d  , or 

0  

               It is well known that the engine does not sense the 

duration of mode changes, since it is absorbed by the aggregate 

value of the moment of inertia of parts, and the engine continues to 

run without hindrance.  

             In the short-time unloading, for reliable operation of the 

selected asynchronous engine, which implies the acceleration and 

braking processes, the following inequality must be valid: 

       stMMMM 5,12/)( minmax     (6) 

          The reliability of the selected engine’s parameters must be 

checked by the mean values of acceleration and braking rates 

)( saSa , which are calculated in turn as 
cik

xa
saS t

V
a  . In 

practice, the acceleration and braking time-setting cue  may be the 

movement start time of the BA 53xat  sec, and for the TM -  

1510tmt sec. 

 

Rad/sec 

N m 
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3. Conclusion

1. It is recommended the BA should be placed in the plots, 

where the low-stalk agricultural crops may be grown, where the 

farmer is interested not only in harvesting, but also in maintenance 

of soil under the BA (periodic application of organic fertilizers, 

cleaning, crop rotation and various types of agricultural operations 

during the years). 

2. There have been studied the power-parameters of the BA

during the rototilling operation, and its operational requirements 

and energy parameters (electric motor power, torque, engine speed, 

etc.) have been determined.    

3. The BA must be provided with 5 asynchronous electric 

motors with various power capacities: one 3 kw motor for operation 

of one milling cutter machine mounted on the process module, one 

0.8 kw motor for hosting and lowering the milling cutter, one 0.8 

kw reversing motor for driving the winch, two 1 kw reversing 

motors for moving the bridge assembly.   

4. There have been studied the transient milling modes of

the process module (braking, acceleration, unloading, etc.) and the 

mechanical characteristic of engine has been constructed.  
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